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What our clients are saying

“	I would rate Velocity Leadership Consulting coaching a 10.
The coaching process challenged me where I needed it most.
My coach understood the uniqueness of my business. I found
our sessions highly productive.”

“	What a great coaching experience! I’ve spent this weekend
much more relaxed and not stressed about other people’s
actions or inactions. It is quite strange to feel so different
from such a simple (but obviously complex) exercise. I am
much more relaxed about work challenges.”

—Tom D.
— Sandy L.
“	Velocity Leadership Consulting coaches listen. They care
and they have professional experience from the employee,
employer and client perspective. This insight is invaluable!
I have a coach to give me support, push me through
seemingly impossible challenges and encourage me to take
steps I would never have thought possible on my own. Don’t
be afraid, get a coach and get on with the career (and life)
you want.”

“	After one session, I am already experiencing some shifts.... I’m
clearer, I’ve let go of a couple of things that were keeping me
from achieving my business goals and things are starting to
flow more easily. I’m thrilled!”
— Mary T.

“	Before Velocity Leadership Consulting coaching, I was in a
constant state of hopelessness and confusion. I’d lost sight
of my dreams and identity, and allowed ‘struggle’ to be
my focus, every day. My coach helped me develop a very
successful plan to prioritize my passions and have maximum
productivity in my career. The greatest feeling of all is that I
don’t have fear or guilt about living the life that makes ME
feel the greatest. I’ve had higher and longer-lasting results
than ever before.”

Because of our coaching….
1. I secured a new client with 65 employees. (worth $60,000)
2. A current client renewed for 3 years. (worth $150,000)
3.	I am now excited to create a plan and re-energize my
business model.
4.	Family is coming to town and I am feeling happy about it,
not stressed.
5.	I am at ease with a super-busy month, whereas before I
would have been completely stressed out and my partner
would have been impacted.
6.	My partner noticed a difference in me; I’m more present
and calm.
7.	I am moving toward renewing my spiritual connection
after a big epiphany, brought about by our coaching.

— Carrie R.

— Kate R.

— K. Morrow

